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The pen is
mightier than
the sword, and
easier to use

Step back in time on us...

By John Toth

Editor and Publisher

By Ron Rozelle

Contributing Editor

Let’s start with a trivia question.
In the movie “Casablanca,” how
does Humphrey Bogart make his
entrance? And extra points for what
he is specifically doing. The answer
will be provided in due course.
Today’s title came from comedian
Marty Feldman
by the way, but
no points for
knowing that. It
should, however,
have provided a
strong clue about
THE WORDSMITH our topic: the
tools we use to
write things down.
I rarely read anything without a
sharp pencil in hand. Because I am
a confirmed and constant underliner and margin scribbler. Those
scribbles, in an admittedly horrible
handwriting that usually only I can
make any sense of, might be the title
of a poem or a novel that a passage
reminds me of, or maybe a memo to
myself to look something up. Sometimes a well-turned phrase makes
me envious, so I underline it and
make myself a note in the margin to
use it in my own writing.
Consequently the books on
my shelves are filled with messy
marginalia. Not so much because I
might actually go back through them
and do the things I told myself to,

TEXAS RENAISSANCE FESTIVAL

Hear ye! Hear ye! Hear ye! The Bulletin is once again offering our loyal readers of this fair kingdom
a chance to win tickets for one-day admission to Oktoberfest at the Texas Renaissance Festival. Print
clearly. Send entries to: The Bulletin, PO Box 2426, Angleton, TX. 77516. Six (6) winners drawn at
random will receive 2 tickets each, a $60 value. One entry form per person. Copies not accepted. Winners will be announced in the Sept. 19 issue. Tickets will be mailed. Please write clearly and fill out all
lines. The tickets are for OPENING WEEKEND ONLY, and can be used either Sept. 30 or Oct. 1.
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Court honors park
ranger for aiding
San Luis Pass
drowning victim

SEE STORY ON PAGE 5

Harvey takes
us all for a long,
dangerous ride

Sept 9

I woke up the usual time and
quickly went outside to check on
what Harvey had done while I was
sleeping.
It was a short night, but long
enough, considering that a Category
4 made landfall in Rockport, just
about a two-and-a-half hour drive
from us.
At the first
light of dawn, I
sloshed through
the wet grass
and puddles
and checked
on the house
and cars. They
RAMBLINGS were
all there
and accounted for, just like the night
before. A few branches down, but
that was about it.
Then I saw on TV what devastating damage Harvey had caused.
Just to make me feel worse, the
reporters kept reminding me that
there was more to come. And there
was. Boy, there was a lot more.
It seems like almost every time
some major weather event happens,
the TV personalities stress that
we are in for a lot more. Why can’t
they just wrap it up with that one
catastrophe, and let’s get on with
our lives? Hurricanes should know
this rule, also.
Most of the time there really isn’t
anything else coming. They just say
it to hype the story and scare viewers some more.
This time, though, the warnings of
more to come were actually believable. There was a lot more rain and
wind coming our way. I checked dif(Continued on Page 7
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Shake Rattle & Roll
coming to Brazoria
Take a Blast to the Past with
this fantastic group of gals singing and dancing to the music of
the 50’s and 60’s..
On Saturday, Sept. 16, the
Brazoria Heritage Foundation will
present Shake Rattle & Roll at
the Brazoria Civic Center.
Tickets are $15 and can
be purchased at the Brazoria
Chamber of Commerce at 200
W. Smith Street or at the City of
Brazoria at 201 S. Main Street.
Doors open at 6 p.m., and the
show begins at 7 pm.
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Study: Five Texas cities land in ten best real estate markets in the country
With home sales recently falling
to their lowest level this year, the
personal-finance website WalletHub conducted an in-depth
analysis of 2017’s Best Real-Estate
Markets.
To determine the most attractive
real-estate markets in the U.S.,
WalletHub’s analysts compared
300 cities across 21 key metrics.
The data set ranges from median
home-price appreciation to home
sales turnover rate to job growth.
Best Real-Estate Markets
1) Frisco, TX
2) McKinney, TX
3) Allen, TX
4) Cary, NC

THEY’LL NEVER LOOK FOR US HERE: Three people who
stole 100 pounds of quarters in the burglary of a car wash in Enid, Okla.,
were caught when officials saw them on surveillance video, and then
found that they had checked into a nearby motel after the crime.
CERTAINLY, SIR, YOU WANT FRIES WITH THAT? A man
was arrested for impaired driving after he stumbled into an AT&T store in
Mount Pleasant, Wisc., and tried to place an order for a chicken dinner.
IT’S ALL FOR ME, DUDE, HONEST: A man was convicted of
drug dealing in South Wales after police caught him in his van which
was “full to the brim” with hundreds of pounds of marijuana. He tried to
convince officers that it was for his personal use to no avail.
THEY’RE SURE TO BE VERY HAPPY TOGETHER: After
officers arrested a man on six felony warrants in Muscogee, Okla., they
allowed him to propose to his girlfriend on bended knee, which was
recorded on their dashcam. She said yes for some reason.
YOU WANTED TO SEE ME, OFFICER? A 22-year-old man
drove his motorcycle onto Loop 101 and Interstate 17 day after day at
speeds over 100 mph in Phoenix, outrunning state police on five occasions. So officers used freeway cameras to set up several marked and
unmarked police cars along areas they believed he would follow. Plus,
they deployed a helicopter. They tracked him to his workplace, where
they found him hiding in the bathroom.
DRINKING AND PEDALING: An intoxicated man crashed his
bicycle into a parked police cruiser in Guelph, Ontario at three o’clock in
the morning.
MAYBE I SHOULD HAVE THOUGHT THIS THROUGH:A man
used fireworks to remove a nest of bees from his garage in Grand Blanc
Township, Mi., and burned the structure to the ground.
‘NO WAY,’ SUBWAY CLERK TELLS CROOK: A man walked
into a Subway restaurant in Warren, Ohio, and demanded money, but the
lady behind the register refused to hand it over, instead telling him to “get
a job.” After a heated confrontation, the man was forced to flee with the
tip jar containing a mere $13.
I FEEL PRETTY, OH SO PRETTY: A man was arrested for theft
from a Victoria’s Secret in St. Louis after police found $2,300 worth of
ladies’ lingerie in his car.

5) Richardson, TX
6) Seattle, WA
7) Bellevue, WA
8) Carrollton, TX
9) Nashville, TN
10) Denver, CO
Worst Real-Estate Markets
292) Montgomery, AL
293) Waterbury, CT
294) Detroit, MI
295) Hartford, CT
296) Bridgeport, CT
297) Miami Beach, FL
298) Elizabeth, NJ
299) Paterson, NJ
300) Newark, NJ
Best vs. Worst
Berkeley, California, has the
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lowest share of homes with negative equity, 1.51 percent, which is
28.6 times lower than in Hartford,
Connecticut, the city with the highest at 43.23 percent.
Berkeley, Sunnyvale, and San
Mateo, California; Mesquite,
Texas; and Seattle have the
lowest average number of days
until a house is sold, 36, which is
5.2 times lower than in Newark,
New Jersey, the city with the highest at 186.

Drivers, Class-A: Immediate
Openings! All Miles Paid, .85++ per
loaded mile! 100% PAID Health,
Dental, Vision and More for EVERY
Employee! 21yoa with 1yr Class-A
CDL (HazMat & Tank Exp. NOT
Req) Call Martin Transport: Baytown: 855-252-1634; Channelview:
855-395-4532

Allen, Texas, has the lowest
vacancy rate, 1.91 percent, which
is 19.1 times lower than in Miami
Beach, Florida, the city with the
highest at 36.47 percent.
Fayetteville, North Carolina, has
the lowest home price as a share of
income, 124 percent, which is 12.7
times lower than in Santa Barbara,
California, the city with the highest
at 1,575 percent.

Strange but True

By Bill Sones
and Rich Sones, Ph.D.
Q. You hear these blended
words all the time… “brunch”
(“breakfast” + “lunch”), “motel”
(“motor” + “hotel”), “podcast”
(“iPod” + “broadcast”), but did
you know there’s a name for
them: “portmanteau.” Can you
identify the portmanteau here:
“solunar,” “dripple,” “glocalize,” “judder,” and “masstige”?
A. “Solunar,” you probably
guessed, combines “solar” and
“lunar” and relates to the sun and
the moon, says Anu Garg on his
“A.Word.A.Day” website. “Dripple,” first used in 1821, blends
“drip” and “dribble” and suggests
flowing in a small stream or falling
in drops. “Glocalize,” combining
“global” and “localize,” means
making a product or service
widely available but adapted for
local markets. For example, the
“Jewish Post” (Israel) in 2012
wrote: “Communications have
also been glocalized. Facebook,
the global power on the rise, is an
expression of this.”
“Judder,” meaning to shake or
vibrate violently, blends “jolt/jar/
jerk” and “shudder.” Finally, did
you see that “masstige” combines
“mass market” and “prestige” and
thus means products that have

the perception of luxury but are
relatively affordable and marketed
to the masses. As “The Gold
Coast Bulletin” (Southport, Australia) used it in February, 2017:
…Treasury Wines had established
its luxury and masstige wines in
China to compete with French and
Italian wines.”
Q. It was 1960, and Goodyear
had designed prototypes of
translucent illuminated tires
that actually changed colors.
Pretty neat. What colors were
they?
A. Whatever color you wanted
them to be, as they had the singular capability of matching the color
the passengers happened to be
wearing, reports Evan Ackerman
in “IEEE Spectrum” magazine.
Unfortunately, the tires never went
into production because they
“didn’t perform well in the rain
and melted under heavy braking. Today, Goodyear does make
tires that match the color of your
outfit, so long as you always wear
black.”
Q. Being playful sounds like
a lot of fun, so why wouldn’t
animals want to get in on it?
Actually, they do. Can you cite
any examples?
A. Growing evidence suggests that “it’s not just kittens
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and baby chimps that play, but
also birds, reptiles, fish and even
invertebrates including spiders
and wasps. We have reports of
octopuses fooling around with
Lego blocks and Komodo dragons waging tug of war with their
keepers,” says Marta Zaraska in
“Discover” magazine. Though far
from uniform and involving a mix
of different behaviors in different
contexts, three basic types of
animal play are object, social, and
locomotion. For example, ravens
given a small stuffed mouse and
a plastic spider manipulated
the toys with their beaks or feet
(object play), joined in the activity when others did (social) and
sometimes hung upside from a
branch in apparent enjoyment
(locomotion).
The benefits of play might
simply be exercising muscles, or
dealing with boredom (octopuses),
or preparing for adult activity (the
almost-sex of spiders). An experiment done on rats showed that
play enhances “the young rats’
neural plasticity, which helped
them to be more flexible in their
behavior later in life.”
To behavioral ecologist Marc
Berkoff, play seems to be “a very
basic behavior and a very needed
one in the repertoire of very
diverse species.” Adds psychologist Jennifer Mather, “I think we
have to get rid of some of our
anthropocentrism… The history
of science is littered with ‘Gee, we
humans are special.’ And we’re
not special. You have to realize this when you see octopuses
play.”
(Send STRANGE questions to brothers
Bill and Rich at sbtcolumn@gmail.com)

Did you know?
• Eve Plumb — Jan on “The
Brady Bunch” — bought a house in
Malibu when she was 11 years old.
She just sold it for $3.9 million.
• More than 100,000 bees were
removed from a hospital in Wales
after honey started dripping from the
ceiling.
• According to a recent study,
physically active men make 14 to
17 percent more money than less
active men over the course of 15
years.

Please tell our advertisers that you
saw their ads in The Bulletin.
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Port Freeport holds groundbreaking for rail project
Port Freeport and their guests
joined together recently for a
groundbreaking ceremony marking
the commencement for construction
of the Phase 1 of the Parcel 14 Rail
Development.
The rail project has been one
of the port’s long-term strategic
objectives for many years and will
enhance landside accessibilities
and supply chain efficiencies for the
Port’s current and future users and
for Brazoria County’s Petrochemical
Industry.
Parcel 14 is a 250-acre site adjacent to State Highway 36 (SH36)
traversing between FM 1495 and
the Brazos River Diversion Canal.
The site will be developed into a
multimodal industrial park complete
with new warehousing facilities for
plastic resins packaging, crossdocking activities and distribution
centers.
Additional areas of the site have
been earmarked for new vehicle
processing and storage. Union
Pacific Railroad will offer manifest
train service on the new rail infrastructure.
Phyllis Saathoff, Executive
Director/CEO, said: “In addition

to adding rail capacity to Port
Freeport’s infrastructure portfolio,
the new rail facility will enhance our
partnerships with area industry, and
will be the first step in future connections to the Texas International
Trade Corridor.”
In July, Port Freeport Commissioners approved the issuance
of a notice to proceed to James
Construction for the $21 million
Parcel 14 Rail Development Project.
Approximately 21,000 linear feet
of rail track will be constructed
consisting of a 6,000-foot lead track
spurring from the Union Pacific main
line at Cherry Street, that crosses
SH 36, and then connects to three

ladder tracks of approximately 5,000
feet each.
“The Port is pleased to begin
work with James Construction on
this new rail project to support the
business needs of our current and
future customers and create jobs
and economic prosperity for the
area.
With the opening of the expanded
Panama Canal and the oil and gas
renaissance experienced in this
region and the new resin production coming on line, growth at Port
Freeport will continue,” said Port
Freeport Chairman Paul Kresta.
The new rail infrastructure will be
fully operational by July 2018.

Sheriff Wagner recognized for service
Brazoria County Commissioners’ Court has recognized Sheriff Charles
S. Wagner for his 50 years of dedication to law enforcement and Brazoria
County.
Sheriff Wagner’s career began on Aug. 11, 1967, in Freeport. He left
Freeport when offered the Chief Deputy position at the Brazoria County
Sheriff’s office on July 15, 1985. On Jan. 1, 2005, Charles Wagner was
sworn in as Sheriff of Brazoria County.
As a child, Wagner dreamed of becoming Sheriff of Brazoria County.
Fifty years later, he has fulfilled that dream with an outstanding and distinguished service record to the county he grew up in.
Sheriff Wagner has been the recipient of many awards during his
career, but in 2010 he received the highest of tributes received by a
Sheriff, the Tom Tellepsen Award. This award recognizes outstanding
contributions to the advancement of law enforcement and criminal justice
and honors more than ability and performance.
It recognizes one’s ability to demonstrate the human element that
engraves their name in the hearts of all the law enforcement community,
and shows a genuine love of the profession. This award is given at the
Annual Banquet of the Sheriffs’ Association of Texas Training Conference.
The Resolution during Commissioners’ Court on Aug. 22 was presented to Sheriff Charles Wagner recognizing his 50 years of dedication
to law enforcement and continued commitment to the citizens of Brazoria
County.
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Court honors park ranger for aiding BC’s pharmacy technician program starts in October
San Luis Pass crowd at drowning
in training and education. Get
Did you know that 4.27 billion

Brazoria County Parks Ranger, Robert “Cruz” Suniga was recognized
during a recent Brazoria County Commissioners’ Court for his swift and
thoughtful actions during events on Aug. 7 involving the deaths of people at
San Luis Pass.
Ranger Suniga was off-duty during the event, but rushed to the aid of
bystanders, administered CPR, and offered aid and comfort to many at the
scene who were involved in the ongoing rescue effort. His caring attitude and
calm demeanor was recognized by many at the scene.
A resolution was presented to Ranger Robert “Cruz” Suniga for his professionalism during a time of genuine emergency and to also show thanks for
his dedication to his job and those that we serve.

ictured left to right: Commissioner David Linder, Pct. 4; Commissioner
Stacy Adams, Pct. 3; Cindy Suniga, Parks Ranger Robert “Cruz” Suniga;
County Judge Matt Sebesta; Parks Director Bryan Frazier; Commissioner
Dude Payne, Pct. 1; Parks Ranger Debbie Giesecke; Commissioner Ryan
Cade, Pct. 2; and Assistant Parks Director J.R. Norris.

prescriptions will be filled in
2016? Or that 355,300 Pharmacy
Technicians were employed in
2015?
Brazosport College Community Education is pleased to
announce a Pharmacy Technician training program beginning
October 2017. This program is
offered in partnership with MK
Education and meets training
requirements in Texas for a certified pharmacy technician.
As a certified pharmacy
technician, you are the liaison
between medical professionals,
doctors, pharmacists, insurance
companies and patients. You will
receive and verify prescriptions
and prepare patient medication.
Our Pharmacy Technician

Program is designed to help
you advance your current health
care career or to find entry-level
employment in this field. You can
feel confident that this flexibility
also comes with high standards

started in an undergraduate
certificate program and earn
credential employers recognize.
Join us for our FREE Information Session scheduled for
Sept.12, at 6 p.m.
Meet your instructors, discuss Brazoria County funding
opportunities with a representative, chat with graduates of our
program, handle the materials
and resources used in class, and
interview with our preceptors
for your externship placement
ALL IN ONE PLACE! To RSVP,
please visit https://brazosport_
pharm-tech.eventbrite.com.
To register with the college,
please contact Brazosport College Community Education by
phone at (979) 230-3636.
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Amazon completes buying Whole Foods, slashes prices
Los Angeles Times (TNS)

Amazon.com Inc. completed its
$13.7 billion purchase of Whole
Foods Market Inc. and immediately slashed prices by up to 43
percent for some of the grocery
chain’s bestselling products.
Prices were lowered for Whole
Foods’ bananas, large brown
eggs, salmon, avocados, baby
kale and almond butter, among

other groceries.
Amazon had said it would
cut prices when the deal closed
so that Whole Foods — whose
natural and organic products
often carried premium prices that
resulted in the upscale chain
being derisively dubbed “Whole
Paycheck” — would instead start
to become “affordable for everyone.”

“It’s impressive they would
execute the pricing strategy so
quickly,” said Mark Hamrick,
senior economic analyst at
Bankrate.com.
More price cuts on more items
are expected at the 470 Whole
Foods stores in the United States,
Canada and Britain.
“This is just the beginning,” the
company said.

Seattle becomes top company town
The Seattle Times (TNS)

SEATTLE — Amazon.com’s
extraordinary growth has turned
Seattle into the biggest company
town in America.
Amazon now occupies 19 percent of all prime office space in the
city, the most for any employer in
a major U.S. city, according to an
analysis conducted for The Seattle
Times.
Amazon’s presence in Seattle
is more than twice as large as
any other company in any other
big U.S. city, and the e-commerce
giant’s expansion here is just getting started.
The swarms of young workers
crowding into South Lake Union
every morning represent an urban
campus that is unparalleled in the
United States — and they have
helped transform Seattle, for better
or worse. Amazon’s rapid rise has
fueled an economy that has driven
up wages and lowered unemployment, but also produced clogged
traffic on the roads and sky-high

housing prices.
And while Seattle’s booming
economy is often attributed to a
wide variety of factors, increasingly, it’s all about one company.
Amazon now occupies more
office space than the next 40
biggest employers in the city
combined.
And that’s only the beginning:
Amazon’s 8.1 million square feet
in Seattle is expected to soar to
more than 12 million square feet
within five years.
Amazon’s supremacy in ecommerce and cloud computing
has translated, locally, into an
avalanche of glass, steel, people
and money. It has given Seattle
more prominence as a magnet for
talent from all over the world.
John Schoettler, Amazon’s
director of real estate, says that
all he’s experienced in his nearly
two decades at Amazon is “steady,
continued growth,” the result of
the company’s zealous focus on
satisfying customers.
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Harvey took us all for a long, dangerous ride, but we pulled together and made it through
(Continued from Page 1)

ferent sources, and they all agreed
that trouble was heading our way.
Houston and surrounding areas got
drenched again
I was hoping we’d get lucky
again, but the red and purple spots
on the radar kept coming our way.
The radar doesn’t know that this
system has to move on and leave
us alone. But then we got lucky. We
hit a dry gap, allowing us to recover
some.
But the bands were forming
again and coming back for another

night visit. That’s another problem
I have with these storms. Why
do they have to mess with us at
night? It is a lot scarier at night. In
Harvey’s case, though, the night
and day were equally scary.
There is an upside to all this, like
when the Weather Channel reporters go on location and put themselves in a position to be whipped
around a little by the winds. That is
supposed to show us how dangerous it is out there.
The theatrics are needed for TV.
Print reporters don’t have to do

things like that. We don’t need to
get blown away, just interview those
who survived being blown away.
My former editor messaged me
that if we were still working at the
Houston Chronicle, I’d be sloshing
through the flood waters chasing stories. I messaged back that
I would enjoy doing that again,
but would not be sloshing; I’d find
someone with a boat.
I covered my share of floods
during the Chron years. These
days, I exchange the boots and
boat for a keyboard and try to
keep people informed through The
Bulletin’s Facebook page.
I like watching the Weather
Channel for the preparation part,
and the local channels for the aftermath. One of the best parts is when
on-the-scene reporters excitedly
tell the rest of us that conditions are
so dangerous that authorities will
not make rescues in the area until
things die down.
Wait just a minute. It’s not too
dangerous for the TV crew? They’re
out there with their bulky cameras
and microwave transmitters that

reach up to about 16 feet. How
come they can hop all around in the
wind?
The local stations did some
great on-the-spot reporting during
the Harvey aftermath, which was
devastating. Not much theatrics and
a lot of solid information and human
interest.

But what’s really important is that
we all stay safe and pull together
and help each other afterwards, like
we have this time and many other
times.
We have showed the world what
Texas is all about. We are a selfless
and sacrificing bunch. It’s the way
we do things in Texas.

My Answer by Billy Graham

Faith must be nurtured to grow and deepen
Q: I really used to believe in
God, and I had a strong faith,
but now all that seems to have
faded. Will I ever get my old faith
back, or will it probably always
be like this? - K.D.
A: God doesn’t want you to
have a faded, lukewarm faith the
rest of your life - and you don’t
need to, because He has given us
everything we need to make our
faith strong and vital.
God’s will is for us to be “rooted
and built up in him (Christ),
strengthened in the faith” (Colossians 2:7).
What can you do to strengthen
your faith? Let me suggest three
steps. First, focus your faith. For
many people, “faith” is just a vague
feeling that easily fades away.
But true faith has a focus: Jesus
Christ. Begin your journey by
turning to Christ and asking Him to

forgive you and come to live within
you, and He will. The Bible says,
“Whoever has the Son has life” (1
John 5:12).
Second, feed your faith. Just as
we’ll grow weak and eventually die
if we don’t eat, so our faith will grow
weak and eventually die if we don’t
feed regularly on the spiritual “food”
God has given us: the “food” of the
Bible (which is God’s Word), prayer
and fellowship with other believers.
The Bible says, “Faith comes from
hearing... the word about Christ”
(Romans 10:17).
Finally, follow your faith; that
is, put it into action. Make it your
priority to follow Christ every day
in your thoughts, your speech,
your actions, your time, your love
for others. Muscles grow stronger
when they’re exercised, and so
does faith. The Bible says, “Do
not merely listen to the word, and
so deceive yourselves. Do what it
says” (James 1:22).
Tribune Media Services
(Send your queries to “My Answer,” c/
o Billy Graham, Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, 1 Billy Graham Parkway,
Charlotte, N.C., 28201; call 1-(877)
2-GRAHAM, or visit the Web site for the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association:
www.billygraham.org.)
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Why is defensive
driving a good deal?

September 9
September 23
9am - 3pm

So, you got a ticket. Now what?
Should you pay it, or should you
take a defensive driving course?
While you may not like the idea of
sitting in a defensive driving class for
six hours, the reality is that defensive
driving is the cheapest way to get rid
of a traffic violation ticket.
Plus, by taking defensive driving,
you also will earn a certificate that
will decrease the liability portion of
your car insurance by 10 percent for
the next three years. Plus, there will
not be any points attached to your
license.
A defensive driving class, such
as Stand-Up Defensive Driving,
makes you a better, more careful
and considerate driver. By keeping
your attention through comedy and
integrating entertainment into the
curriculum, you are subjected to a
continuing education driving course
that refreshes the rules of the road.
You’ll even learn about how laws
of physics control what happens to
you in a car crash, and how you can
use these laws to avoid the crash
altogether.
If you become a safer driver,
chances are that you will be able to
steer around accidents or stop your
car safely before crashing. If you can
do that by following a few defensive
driving pointers, you will not file an
insurance claim because you will not
crash your car.
Saving 10 percent on insurance for
the next three years is your reward
for choosing defensive driving rather
than paying the ticket. Once you
complete the course and receive your
certificate, the ticket does not count.
You also will not be allotted 2 points
on your license for a moving violation
or 3 points for a crash.
By law, you can take defensive
driving once every 12 months to
dismiss a ticket. However, once
you complete a Stand-Up Defensive
driving course, we hope that we
won’t see you for another three
years, when renewing your insurance
discount certificate.
Call (979) 299-1000 for more information and to make a resevation.
Our classes are held in the firstfloor meeting room of Candlewood
Suites, which is located at 506 E.
Hwy. 332 in Lake Jackson.

Some people want to go out doing
something adventurous – on paper
By Mary Schmich

Chicago Tribune (TNS)

CHICAGO — Audrey R. Gillespie
died a few days ago, at the age of
90, from a fall off a high tightrope.
Before this story continues, take
a moment to savor the thought of
a nonagenarian — mother of six,
grandmother of 18, great-grandmother of 14, world traveler, Cubs
fan — poised above the ground,
defying age and expectation, going
where even the young and reckless
rarely dare to go.
Don’t be too disappointed to learn
that it’s not true.
What is true is that Gillespie
wanted her exit from this earth
recounted that way.
“Audrey insisted her obituary
report that she died from a fall from
a high tightrope,” her Tribune obit
said. “So here it is mom.”
Reading her obituary, I thought
of a passage from Michael Cunningham’s novel, “The Hours,” that
I keep tacked to my cubicle wall at
work. It begins:
“We live our lives, do whatever
we do, and then we sleep. It’s as
simple and ordinary as that. A few
jump out windows, or drown themselves, or take pills; more die by
accident; and most of us are slowly
devoured by some disease, or, if
we’re very fortunate, by time itself.”
Simple and ordinary. That’s how
most of us will go, no high-wire acts
involved.
But Gillespie’s short obituary —
written with tenderness and humor,
evocative of a full life, and accompanied by a photo of a white-haired
woman in a Cubs World Series
championship shirt — triggered a
question for me: What adventurous
activity would you like your obit to
report you were engaged in just
before you died?
A few years ago, while visiting a
Brazilian friend, I went hang gliding
over Rio de Janeiro, a preposterous
activity for someone who, like me,
gets queasy on swings and escalators. Shortly before I ran off the
mountain plank and sailed toward
the ocean, hitched to Pedro, a guy
I’d just met, I told my friend that if
this stunt killed me I wanted her to
report that I had died in the arms of
a young Brazilian man.

I survived the leap, but ever
since, I’ve hoped that my obituary
would report that that’s how I went
out.
A lot of people will probably
answer this question by saying they
hope to die peacefully, surrounded
by people who love them, and that’s
a fine, plausible answer, but it’s not
an answer to this question.
We’re talking adventure here,
The daredevil thing you always
meant to do, the thing you wouldn’t
dream of doing but would like to be
remembered by, the thing that would
give a lift to the people reading your
obituary.
A few answers from people I
surveyed:
“Climbing a mountain — because
everyone knows I don’t like hiking
up.”
“Riding my unicycle down a steep
mountain.”
“Cooking something gastronomic
that went horribly wrong.”
“Eating a poisoned mushroom
while hiking.”
“Scuba diving the Great Barrier
Reef.”
One man said, “Upgrading my
software to AutoCAD Architecture
2018.” I have no idea what that
means, but adventure, like love, is
something we all get to define for
ourselves.
How we’re publicly remembered
when we’re gone is also something
we should get some say in. Audrey
Gillespie got hers.
“She was a very private, independent person,” said Paul Gillespie,
one of her five sons, when I reached
him to tell him the thought his
mother’s obit had inspired.
She raised her six kids — “rambunctious,” the obituary said — and
for more than 30 years worked in a
family business with her husband,
who had been her high school
sweetheart.
Gillespie may not have been a
tightrope walker at the end, or ever,
but it appears that she hung on to
her sense of humor, which may be
the best thing any of us can hope to
take with us into our last act.
And if we’re lucky, we leave
behind people who care enough
about us to give us the obituary we
want.
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ACC announces Student Ambassadors for fall semester

The 2017 Fall Student Ambassadors are, from left: Sarah Bowman, of Alvin; Joel Castro, of Alvin; Purelily
Ekpo,of Alvin; Taylor Alvarez, of Santa Fe; Scarlett Knight, of Manvel; Blue; Addy Terry, of Webster; Bri Cephus,
of Rosharon; Noelle Rebresh, of League City; Sharline Law, of Angleton and Madison Pilkington, of Alvin.
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Los Angeles Times (TNS)
that as long as the solar filters on
So you gazed at the heavens
your glasses are not scratched,
and marveled with millions of Amerpunctured or torn, there is no
icans as the moon slowly moved
reason you can’t use them again
across the face of the sun. If you
and again.
were lucky, you even experienced
They’ll still be good the next time
the wonders of totality.
a total solar eclipse casts a shadow
Now you find yourself with a
on the planet in July of 2019. (That
pair or two — or maybe more — of
eclipse can be viewed from Chile
paper eclipse glasses and you
and Argentina.)
don’t know what to do with them.
Heck, they’ll still be good the
Well, you have a few options.
next time there’s a total solar
First of all, you should know
eclipse in the U.S. on April 8, 2024.

If your eclipse
glasses aren’t
damaged,
use them
again in 2024

If you’ve heard rumors that the
solar filters on eclipse glasses
expire after three years, ignore
them. According to NASA, they are
fine to use indefinitely as long as
they’re in good condition and meet
the current ISO 12312-2 standard.
Alternatively, the nonprofit
organization Astronomers Without
Borders (AWB) has announced
that it will be collecting used solar
eclipse glasses to send to schools
in South America and Asia, where

partial eclipses will be visible next
year.
The organization’s members
will have more details soon. But
if you can’t stand clutter and are
desperate to send your glasses off
right away, mail them to: Explore
Scientific, 101 S. 48th St., Springdale, AR 72762.
For more information on AWB’s
initiative, check out their website or
their Facebook page. You can also
subscribe to their newsletter.

By David Ng

ran for five seasons from 199398. Some of its episodes are still
available for viewing on platforms
including Netflix and iTunes. The
series became a popular educational tool, shown in grade school
classrooms around the country.
Nye claims that he was
prompted to re-examine his earnings from the series in 2008, after
Buena Vista Television sent him a
notice that revised downward his
profit participation for the previous
calendar year, from $585,123 to
$496,111.
The error left Nye “suspicious
of the veracity of the accounting
statements he had been receiving
from Buena Vista Television over
the years,” according to the suit.
Moreover, Nye claims, Disney
asked him to repay money to the
company or allow it to deduct from
his future earnings.
Nye alleges that Disney did not
act in good faith to resolve the
matter and later obstructed his
numerous attempts to conduct an
audit of the series between 2013
and 2017.
Nye’s partners on the show
include the Seattle PBS affiliate
KCTS-TV, Rabbit Ears Productions
and producers James McKenna
and Erren Gottlieb, according to
the complaint.

The ‘Science Guy’ sues Disney for $28M
Los Angeles Times (TNS)

Bill Nye, the TV personality
known as the “Science Guy,” is
suing Walt Disney Co., claiming
that the company improperly kept
millions of dollars in profits related
to his popular TV series that ran in
the 1990s on PBS and in national
syndication.
In the complaint filed Thursday
in Los Angeles Superior Court, Nye
claims that Disney’s Buena Vista
Television engaged in questionable Hollywood accounting for the
series “Bill Nye, the Science Guy,”
and has not cooperated with Nye’s
numerous attempts to audit the
earnings of the show.
Buena Vista Television made a
deal to distribute, market and promote the series starting in 1993,
according to the suit. Under the
deal, Nye and his partners were
entitled to 50 percent of the profits
from the series.
Nye alleges that Disney
swindled him and the other owners
of the show out of no less than
$28.1 million. Nye himself is owed
at least $9.4 million, the suit states.
A Buena Vista Television
statement said: “This lawsuit is a
publicity ploy, and we look forward
to vigorously defending it.”
“Bill Nye, the Science Guy”

The history of science

• Science begins with the ancient Greeks Hippocrates (c. 460–375 BC)
and Aristotle (384–322 BC), who were not really scientists in the modern
sense. With the Persian Ibn Sina (980–1037) and the Englishman Roger
Bacon (c. 1220–1292), however, we begin to get people thinking a little like
modern scientists.
• The question of who invented the scientific method shifts to Europe as
the Renaissance began and the wisdom of the Greeks and Arabs helped
Europe out of the Dark Ages. Roger Bacon (1214 - 1284) is credited as the
first scholar to promote inductive reasoning as part of the scientific method.
• Science is the knowledge about or study of the natural world based on
facts learned through experiments and observation.
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The pen is mightier than the sword, and easier to use
(Continued from Page 1)

but more because putting my own
pencil to those writers’ words somehow brings me closer to whatever
truth or beauty they’ve expressed
there.
There’s something about holding
a pen or a pencil that provides a
degree of comfort and, I think, security. I’ve watched many a student
about to take a big life-altering test
— like a college entrance exam
— lay out their sharp #2s precisely,
like surgical instruments.
Holding a pen or a pencil makes
us feel smarter, I guess, and more
capable of the task at hand. Sort
of like holding a hammer makes us
feel more like a real carpenter.
Pens can do the same thing.
I used to have an old-fashioned
fountain pen, a pricey model with a
bladder that had to be filled up from
a little bottle of ink. I bought it to
celebrate the publication of my first
book, justifying the extravagance by
figuring that if I was going to be a
real writer I needed a real fountain
pen. After all, Charles Dickens and
Jane Austen would hardly have
been expected to scratch out their
stories with second rate quills, now
would they?

Not too long after I got it I
dropped the pen and broke the nib.
So I ordered another one, which
cost nearly as much as the pen
itself, and promptly dropped it again
and broke the second one. At which
time I determined that the gods of
writing seemed to be in agreement
that I was no Charles Dickens or
Jane Austen. So I put the broken
pen in a drawer and have since
made do with ball points and felt
tips. And pencils. Nothing nudges
me toward creativity like the sight
and feel of a freshly sharpened
pencil.
Notice, next time you watch a
panel of political pundits on television on Sunday morning or a panel
of pigskin pundits before the football
games on Sunday afternoon, that
most of the panelists are holding
pens while they pontificate. They
never actually use them, but I’ll bet if
those pens were taken away those
knowledgeable folks would come
off as less knowledgeable. Because
holding a pen or pencil doesn’t just
help us write. It helps us think.
Now for the answer to the trivia
question. The first we see of Mr.
Bogart in “Casablanca” is his hand,
emerging from the cuffs of a white

dinner jacket, putting a cigarette in
an ashtray and taking up a pencil
to sign a voucher that has been
handed to him by an employee
in his nightclub. He scrawls “O.K.
— Rick” on the paper. Then the
camera lifts slowly up to give us the
sad-faced Bogie, ready to take on
Nazis, old lovers and various other
foes.
I’ve always thought it fitting that
one of the best movies ever made
should begin with the leading character lifting up a writing instrument.
After all, every good story more than
likely began with someone taking
out a pen or pencil and scribbling
down a lonely idea, or maybe a
fragment or two of description or
dialogue.
I think I remember reading that
Dickens jotted down “best of times
— worst of times” on the back of a
menu. Maybe not.
I’ll have to think about it. Let me
grab a pencil.
Ron Rozelle’s columns can be
accessed at ronrozellewordsmith
.wordpress.com. He is the author
of “Writer’s Digest’s Write Great
Fiction: Description & Setting,”
and nine other books of fiction and
nonfiction.

subs. Several were consolidated
into a single class-action case that
was assigned to U.S. District Judge
Lynn Adelman in Milwaukee.
“In their haste to file suit, however, the lawyers neglected to consider whether the claims had any
merit. They did not,” Sykes wrote.
She noted that early discovery in
the case showed Subway already
had fairly strict standards about
how much dough was in unbaked
loaves, and that the minor variations in length were unpreventable,
given the nature of baking.
Plus, she wrote, no customer
really gets less food than they
expect, since they watch their subs
get made in front of them and can
ask for more toppings.
Nonetheless, a settlement plan
announced in 2015 would have paid
the 10 plaintiff law firms involved
a total of $525,000 but given most
class members — the millions of
people who purchased Subway
subs since 2003 — only some

promised new procedures Subway
said would further assure that their
rolls measured a full 12 inches.
The injunctive nature of the
settlement was because there
really were no damages to any
customer. Seeking the other relief
from Subway was a way for the
lawyers to preserve fees. Some
folks objected to the proposed
deal.
Theodore Frank, “a class
member and professional objector
to hollow class-action settlements,”
in Sykes’ words, tried to block
the planned deal, but Adelman
approved it. Besides fees to the
lawyers, a few named plaintiffs
would get $500 each.
The class lawyers tried to argue
that since the relief to the class
was injunctive, Frank stood to gain
nothing if the attorney fees were
reduced.
But Sykes noted that Frank’s
objection was to certification of the
class and the settlement itself.
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Appeals court reverses ruling in Subway sandwich-length lawsuit
By Bruce Vielmetti

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel (TNS)

MILWAUKEE — A class-action
lawsuit that almost extracted
$520,000 out of Subway over
the length of its sandwiches just
derailed at a federal appeals court.
The U.S. 7th Circuit Court of
Appeals reversed a Milwaukee
federal judge’s approval of a
settlement in the infamous case
about whether Subway’s “foot-long”
sandwiches were always 12 inches
long.
Judge Diane Sykes, writing for
a three-judge panel, concluded:
“Because the settlement yields fees
for class counsel and ‘zero benefits
for the class,’ the class should
not have been certified and the
settlement should not have been
approved.”
After an Australian teenager took
a photo of his Subway sandwich
coming up short next to a ruler in
2013 and posted it online, people
began to sue over the length of their

If you don’t think your business can afford advertising, let us change
your mind. Call (979) 849-5407 for the best price in the area. We’ll
work within your budget and give your ad plenty of visibility, so that
your business can grow and prosper.
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International Cruise ships can rattle and creak
in between must give way too, but
festival planned By Jason Leppert
the material it’s composed of will
It shouldn’t come as a surprise
produce any number of different
that cruise ships move like a hotel
noises. Plastics, for instance, do not
in Pearland
tower sways and flexes.
respond to pressure the same way
TravelPulse (TNS)

The Pearland International
Festival, an annual celebration of the cultural expansion
and impression in Pearland,
has announced the program
and line-up changes for the 5th
annual festival.
The new line-up for the
festival will include an intimate
adult-only Friday evening
concert followed by a full day of
family activities and entertainment on Saturday. The dates
have been confirmed as Sept.
15-16, when the two-day bash
will be held at the International
Festival’s new location at The
Pearland Town Center 11200
Broadway Street.
For more information, visit
www.PearlandiFest.org or contact Joshua Hari at Joshua@P
earlandiFest.org, or call (281)
993-8817.
The festival is co-sponsored
in part by the Pearland Convention & Visitors Bureau and
has arranged hotel rates for a
weekend stay.
Pearland International Festival-goers can take advantage
of special rates by clicking on,
www.PearlandiFest.org and
selecting “Hotel Packages” in
the right column.
The $25 admission for Friday
also allows entry for Saturday’s
event. However, Friday night
will be $15 and Saturday $10
for general admission, $5 for 12
years and under, military, and
seniors 65 and older. Parking
is free.
Tickets can also be purchased for the Reflection Bay
Event Center “Taste of Pearland” VIP tent. VIP tent sales are
for one of two flights - an early
flight from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. and
later flight from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m.
The $50 VIP admission
grants you access to a number
of food and wine vendors from
the Pearland area and includes
a keepsake wine glass and
other discounts at participating
restaurants and wineries.

Unlike a stationary building,
however, a vessel will periodically
exhibit creaks and rattles as a
result. These can either be annoying
or embraced as part of the sailing
experience.
To be sure, modern cruise ships
are quite stable and typically do not
pitch, roll or yaw too uncomfortably.
However, even the slightest motion
can cause the structure to make
some noise. To many, this is part of
the ship’s unique personality and is
cherished.
It’s also indicative of how the ship
was constructed and what finish
hardware was installed.
The steel superstructure is engineered to flex to a degree, but the
paneling and fixtures that infill might
be a bit stiffer and prone to friction
and vibration sounds. If a steel
frame contorts any, the wall material

metals do.
Thus, you may find yourself lying
in bed trying to fall asleep, only to
hear wall panels snap, crackle and
pop. The best ship builds will take
this into account and provide more
gaps for expansion and contraction
at seams and miters.
Such sounds are rare enough.
More common are rattles from loose
hardware. Even a slight ship vibration or shutter might cause sliding
closet doors to rattle or an entry
door to creak at its latch.
As a side note, cabin location
is something also to consider for
what noises may occur nearby:
A stateroom just below the pool
deck or above the show lounge, for
example, is likely to hear more from
the activities therein.
Any of this is more likely to be a
problem for light sleepers, though.

What were they thinking?

All they had to do was match up the two signs. Which one should you
use? I would go with the sign on the door. If you’re confused, just use
either one. Because if you’ve got to go, you’ve got to go.
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LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You could be too generous and tolerant of others for your own good. In the
week ahead, there may be someone who is all too willing to take advantage of you in a business or financial
situation. Avoid making casual promises.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Appreciate someone’s
work ethic and smile, not their status. In the week to
come, you may be inspired or occasionally confused
by outward appearances. Focus on making concrete
accomplishments part of your resume.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Hanging on to
the past can be an obstacle to your future. Your business sense may be out of kilter in the week ahead. An
old friend may act in an embarrassing manner, or you
might feel left out of a group activity.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): You may develop
an allergy to wool if you pull the wool over someone’s
face. It may be pleasant to find admirers, but they may
be misled by your outward persona. In the week ahead,
try to be more revealing.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Let others use you
as a tower of strength, not a crutch. A display of sympathy never helped anyone become stronger or learn to
handle troubles wisely. Keep your money in the piggy
bank the first half of the week.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Take stock of your work
and your health as this week unfolds. What you really
need to be happy and comfortable may be illuminated.
A friend or child may mystify you with a penchant for
unrealizable fantasies.

History of the World
Sept. 4: ON THIS DATE in
1888, George Eastman received a
patent for his roll-film camera and
registered his trademark, Kodak.
In 1951, in the first live, coast-tocoast television broadcast, President Truman addressed the nation
from the Japanese peace-treaty
conference in San Francisco.
Sept. 5: ON THIS DATE in
1972, Arab militants attacked the
Israeli delegation at the Olympic
Summer Games in Munich, killing
11 Israelis. Five guerrillas and
a police officer also were slain
in a botched rescue attempt. In
1975, President Ford escaped an
assassination attempt by Lynette
“Squeaky” Fromme, a disciple of

Did you know?

• The first use of “toast” as a
metaphorical term for “dead” was
in the original Ghostbusters. • If
you have $10 and no debt, you’re
wealthier than 25% of Americans.

mass murderer Charles Manson.
Sept. 6: ON THIS DATE
in 1620, Pilgrims set sail from
Plymouth, England, to the New
World. In 1909, American explorer
Robert Peary sent word that he
had reached the North Pole five
months earlier.
Sept. 7: ON THIS DATE in
1892, the first major title fight
under the Marquis of Queensberry
rules was won by heavyweight
James J. Corbett, who knocked out
John L. Sullivan in New Orleans.
In 1940, Nazi Germany began its
aerial blitz on London during World
War II.
Sept. 8: ON THIS DATE in
1900, Galveston, Texas, was
struck by a hurricane that killed
about 6,000 people. In 1974, President Ford granted an unconditional
pardon to former President Nixon,
who had resigned a month earlier.
Sept. 9: ON THIS DATE in
1776, the Second Continental

By Mark Andrews

Tribune Content Agency

Congress made the term “United
States” official, replacing “United
Colonies.” In 1926, the National
Broadcasting Co. (NBC) was created by the Radio Corporation of
America (RCA).
Sept. 10: ON THIS DATE
in 1953, Swanson sold its first
“TV dinners.” In 1963, 20 black
students entered Alabama public
schools after a standoff ended
between federal authorities and
segregationist Gov. George C.
Wallace.
Answer to last week’s
question: This week in 1978,
Prime Minister Menachem Begin of
Israel and President Anwar Sadat
of Egypt met with U.S. President
Carter at Camp David, Md., to
discuss a possible peace treaty.
This week’s question:
In 1936, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt dedicated Boulder Dam
in Nevada. What is this structure
now called?

Jumble Answers
Jumbles: CABIN ARBOR AFLAME ITALIC
Answer: The cost to change his flight was going to be $600. He didn’t think that was -- “AIR-FAIR”

ARIES (March 21-April 19): The harder you strike,
the faster you can pound in the nail. Focus your
efforts on constructive activities, but put your love
life on the back burner in the week to come. Some
relationships may face an uphill battle.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Sometimes there is
less than meets the eye. Don’t read too much into
minor rifts in the week to come and avoid making
major purchases. You might fool other people, but
you will never be able to fool yourself.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Make a commitment
to guide your life with the truth and honesty. Focus
your thoughts on those things that constitute permanent values and display obvious worth. Family
members will be more supportive than friends.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): You may not be at
your best when engaging in face-to-face meetings
during the first half of the week. You will, however,
be able to exude confidence whenever important
financial matters come to your attention.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): The best arrow in your
quiver of skills is your talent for understanding the
deepest feelings of others. In the week ahead, use
compassion to help those in need. You may not see
concrete results, but you will know what you did.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): When you put your
thinking cap on, you look as though you should be
attending the Kentucky Derby or a royal wedding.
Your ideas may lead to discussions that win new
friends and support in the week to come.

SIDELINE CHATTER
By Dwight Perry

The Seattle Times (TNS)

Drunk as a fish? Or a
modern-day mermaid?
An intoxicated 22-year-old
woman in St. Augustine, Fla., bit
into an angler’s fishing line and
swam off with his lure before
being apprehended.
In keeping with the theme, the
St. Johns County Sheriff’s Office
declared her the catch of the day.
Hell-bent for leather
Notre Dame will wear Knute
Rockne tribute uniforms when
the Irish play Navy on Nov. 18.
Now comes the tough part:
Convincing the players to wear
leather helmets.
Bottom of the bowl
Your move, Poulan WeedEater!
The St. Petersburg Bowl has
been renamed the … drum roll,
please … Bad Boy Mowers Gasparilla Bowl.
Modern-day Cubism
The Iowa State Fair displayed
a replica of the Solheim Cup
made entirely of butter.
What’s next, an America’s Cup

concocted out of caviar?
Bring extra ink
LPGA rookie Sherman Santiwiwatthanaphong will be the
first golfer ever disqualified for
running out of ink while signing
her scorecard.
Heck of a buy
Aug. 17, in case you missed it,
was National Thrift Shop Day.
Apparently some people
jumped the gun: A man found
a game-used Pie Traynor bat
at a Pennsylvania Goodwill for
$2.22, and the Mariners bought a
pitcher for $1.
He’s on the green
A’s rookie Boog Powell hit his
first career home run recently,
and as fate would have it, the
ball came down near Boog
Powell’s BBQ stand behind right
field at Camden Yards.
We shudder to think where
Tommy John’s first career dinger
might have landed.
How hot was it?
Weather experts say that July
was the second-hottest month
ever recorded.
“Only second?” asked NL
West foes after the Dodgers
went 20-3.
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MR. MORRIS

By Rick Brooks

BROOM HILDA

By Russel Myers

ANIMAL CRACKERS

By Fred Wagner

Scramble solutions: use a mirror to check your answers

THE MIDDLETONS

Did you know?

• A cocaine addict’s heart can beat
for 25 minutes outside their body.
• Babies whose moms speak a
tonal language, like Mandarin or
Thai, have higher melodic variation
in their cries than other babies.
• Research shows that twins live
longer than the general population,
which is probably a health benefit
conferred by lifelong social support.
• Sono Motors in Munich has

created the Sion, a solar-powered
prototype car that has a 155 mile
range and costs only $17,000.
• According to a study, most
people who believe dogs go to
heaven also think snakes and even
worms end up there.
• George, a dog in Tennessee,
was very depressed after his best
dog friend died—until a wild duck
started hanging out with him.

CHARMY’S ARMY

By Ralph Dunagin and Dana Summers

By Davey Jones

ACROSS
1 Indian state bordering Bhutan
6 Lab glassware eponym
11 AOL, e.g.
14 Bridges
15 Hamal’s constellation
16 Indianapolis’ __ Dome
17 2008 Jack Black title role
19 Shipping nickname
20 Considers with disdain
21 Spoke quietly?

23 Sch. with a Riverhead campus
24 Lure
25 Film for which Anthony Quinn
won an Oscar
30 Author Morrison
32 Benz finish
33 Tender in Warsaw
34 Proceeds
35 Georgia of “The Mary Tyler
Moore Show”
37 Bapt., e.g.

Solutions on the right side of this page
In memory of Greg Wilkinson

38 Austrian composer Webern
39 Pet problem?
40 Some cake layers
42 Grill guard : U.S. :: __ bar :
Australia
43 Span. title
44 Holder of an affectionate message
46 Destructive type
48 JFK, for one
49 Tidbit
50 Most like a dive
55 Richard __
56 Genre of Madonna’s “Ray of
Light” album
58 Longtime Elton John label
59 Show shown over
60 Discussion venue
61 Poetic twilight
62 Fluid accumulation
63 Ridges on the neck
DOWN
1 Wants in payment
2 Like some flax
3 Levelheaded
4 German chancellor Merkel
5 “The Magic School Bus” teacher
6 Family nickname
7 Proof word
8 Element in some solder
9 Site of a major part of the Bible?
10 Start of a repeat
11 1980s scandal
12 Bug barrier
13 Like a pro
18 Everyday
22 “__ Morgen!”
24 Arranged
25 Nixon and Ford
26 Angel on one’s shoulder, so to
speak
27 Flier’s request
28 Classical entrance
29 Used the dining room
31 Tot’s rebuttal
34 Cleaned
36 Novak’s TV partner
41 Its first truck was a Ford Model A
44 Canceled due to rain, say
45 Key of Sibelius’ First Symphony
47 Big name on the farm
49 One apparently trapped behind
glass
50 Pond build-up
51 Peak west of the Ionian Sea
52 The Auld Sod
53 Rabbit’s tail
54 Highland tops
57 “And Venus sets __ Mercury can
rise”: Pope
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Complete the grid so each row, column
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solutions

BOGGLE ANSWERS
TEST TROUT TRUST TEMPT TOAST TALENT TONIGHT

Bulletin Crossword Puzzle of the Week
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